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the work known as pseudo kodinos the fourteenth century text which is one of two surviving ceremonial books from the byzantine empire is
presented here for the first time in english translation with facing page greek text and the first in depth analysis in the form of
commentary and individual studies on the hierarchy the ceremonies court attire the blachernai palace lighting music gestures and postures
this volume makes an important new contribution to the study of the byzantine court and to the history and culture of byzantium more
broadly the unique traits of this ceremony book include the combination of hierarchical lists of court officials with protocols of
ceremonies a detailed description of the clothing used at court in particular hats and staffs an account of the functions of the court
title holders a description of the ceremonies of the year which take place both inside the palace and outside the service of the megas
domestikos in the army protocols for the coronation of the emperor the promotions of despot sebastokrator and caesar of the patriarch a
description of the mourning attire of the emperor protocol for the reception of a foreign bride in constantinople all these are analysed
here developments in ceremonial since the tenth century book of ceremonies are discussed as is the space in which ceremonial was performed
along with a new interpretation of the other palace the blachernai the text reveals the anonymous authors interest in the past in the
origins of practices and items of clothing but it is argued that pseudo kodinos presents descriptions of actual practice at the byzantine
court rather than prescriptions this study explores the careers of agostino patrizi johann burchard and paris de grassi who served in rome
s office of ceremonies c 1466 1528 amid heightened competition their diverse strategies achieved personal and institutional successes and
lasting impacts on the catholic church this comprehensive guide to public worship offers detailed explanations of the various offices and
ceremonies involved with scholarship and devotion boys and stewart illuminate the rich spiritual meaning and significance of each element
and provide guidance for both clergy and laity this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of
the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant excerpt from four lectures on the offices and ceremonies of holy week as performed in the papal chapels delivered in rome in the
lent of mdcccxxxvii the eminent utility of cardinal wiseman s four lectures on the offices and ceremonies of the holy week and the desire
of placing the work more readily within the reach of catholics on this side of the atlantic were the motives that induced the publishers to
undertake this edition this learned and interesting production of the distinguished lecturer deserves a prominent place in every catholic
library differing from other writers on the same topics who have described or explained the ceremonial of the holy week in the order of its
functions the author has taken a more general view of the subject and exhibited the relation which these ceremonies bear to the fine arts
to history and to religion about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
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freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant trieste publishing has a
massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction
literature that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and private
collections around the world the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the
original our readers see the books the same way that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period
are often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text photographs or
missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of
trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the
collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of
trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the
experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest
quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand however they may also
be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk rates this
book deals with various examples and aspects of rituals and ceremonies in the late medieval bohemian lands the individual contributions
explore particular rituals coronation wedding funeral or environments cities nobility court church during the first three decades of the
sixteenth century the papacy presented itself as a political power led by a papal monarch who not only ruled the papal states in italy but
also influenced the states and people of christendom on the eve of the reformation the papacy faced criticism for its political involvement
its ignorant clergy and its failure to prioritize the cure of souls over the collection of benefices simultaneously in the 1510s there was
a revival of conciliarism encouraged by the college of cardinals dissatisfaction with their depleted share of real power and the papacy s
focus on papal monarchism within the roman court these issues were negotiated through the politically charged language of ritual under the
direction of the master of ceremonies paris de grassi 1504 1528 in concert with the pope de grassi established rituals that projected
images of a cohesive and loyal college of cardinals based on the model of a courtier whose relations with the pope were publicly
constructed through papal liturgical and political rituals de grassi chronicled his work opinions and the events of the court in a diary
1504 1521 that was kept as a reminder for himself and a guide for his ceremonialist colleagues other scholars have dismissed de grassi as a
pedant who held little authority but my research shows that he served as the director of vital ritual events that established the relative
roles of the papal monarch and the cardinal courtier and suppressed all hopes for conciliarist government of the church moreover the diary
shows how de grassi transformed the office of ceremonies into a papal college as part of the growing bureaucratization of the papacy and
how he projected papal messages to the outside world through ritual acts this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the
original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work this title is a new volume in lewis masonic s new series of
practical guides for lodge officers in each volume author richard johnson takes one of the lodge offices and gives clear practical advice
to those taking on this role for the first time each book also serves as a handy reference guide to the role for the more experienced
officers the director of ceremonies volume also contains useful advice for the assistant director of ceremonies the director of ceremonies
role is vital in a lodge to ensure that everything that happens in a lodge meeting and at the subsequent meal is performed exactly as it
should be as well as looking at general ceremonial practicalities the book examines out of lodge functions and the important role of man
management for the director of ceremonies the book concludes with appendices giving a handy checklist of duties excerpt from catholic
ceremonies and explanation of the ecclesiastical year to day the sacred offices are abandoned by a great number those who still frequent
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them find them too long and for the majority the sanctification of sunday is limited to a simple low mass whence comes this difference 2
the former understood the beauties of the worship the mysteries of the liturgy and the latter like the idols of which the prophet speaks
have eyes but see not and ears yet hear not if he who has written these pages attains his end sion shall see her ways less deserted upon
her solemn feasts the sacred offices will be better understood and then in the holy place each look shall become a prayer about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish
or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works official program of the inaugural ceremonies in 1953 this
is a new release of the original 1910 edition for centuries the exercise of privilege and power in britain has been vested in individuals
with resounding titles in this illustrated book the author explores a thousand years of history as revealed in the title dress and
ceremonies of one hundred of these ancient office bearers digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the ceremonies of the
holy week at rome by charles michael baggs digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you
will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature excerpt from funeral ceremony and
offices of a lodge of sorrow ancient and accepted scottosh rite freemasonry this ceremony prepared for a chapter of the 18th degree may be
used by any body of the rite from the lodge of perfection to the supreme council inclusive and may be readily made suitable for either by
such changes as may be made at the moment of the performance therefore wherever the chapter or any of its officers are mentioned those
terms will be understood for avoidance of repetition to mean any body of the rite and the officers of such body with their appropriate
titles the mourning color of the supreme council is violet that of all other bodies of the rite black offices the funeral offices of a
knight rose croix when he is buried by the chapter consist of two parts the first takes place in the chapter or church or the house of the
deceased and the second at the grave the latter may of course if circumstances require it be performed without the former both portions of
the ceremonial may be publicly performed preparation of the chapter the throne altar and seats of the officers are hung with black in the
supreme council with violet about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works reprint of
the original first published in 1883 dag heward mills is the author of many books including the bestselling loyalty and disloyalty he is
the founder of the united denominations originating from the lighthouse group of churches which currently has three thousand churches dag
heward mills an international evangelist ministers in international healing jesus campaigns and conferences all over the world for more
information visit daghewardmills org ceremonies of the pomo indians is a book by s a barrett it delves into the archeology ethnology and
traditions of the pomo indians who were based in northern california comparative approaches to political rituals and ceremonies in
byzantium and other court cultures of the mediterranean basin form the subject of this collective volume which examines related topics from
the viewpoint of transformation succession appropriation and representation in art and literature
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Pseudo-Kodinos and the Constantinopolitan Court: Offices and Ceremonies

2016-09-17

the work known as pseudo kodinos the fourteenth century text which is one of two surviving ceremonial books from the byzantine empire is
presented here for the first time in english translation with facing page greek text and the first in depth analysis in the form of
commentary and individual studies on the hierarchy the ceremonies court attire the blachernai palace lighting music gestures and postures
this volume makes an important new contribution to the study of the byzantine court and to the history and culture of byzantium more
broadly the unique traits of this ceremony book include the combination of hierarchical lists of court officials with protocols of
ceremonies a detailed description of the clothing used at court in particular hats and staffs an account of the functions of the court
title holders a description of the ceremonies of the year which take place both inside the palace and outside the service of the megas
domestikos in the army protocols for the coronation of the emperor the promotions of despot sebastokrator and caesar of the patriarch a
description of the mourning attire of the emperor protocol for the reception of a foreign bride in constantinople all these are analysed
here developments in ceremonial since the tenth century book of ceremonies are discussed as is the space in which ceremonial was performed
along with a new interpretation of the other palace the blachernai the text reveals the anonymous authors interest in the past in the
origins of practices and items of clothing but it is argued that pseudo kodinos presents descriptions of actual practice at the byzantine
court rather than prescriptions

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, as Performed in the Papal Chapels

1839

this study explores the careers of agostino patrizi johann burchard and paris de grassi who served in rome s office of ceremonies c 1466
1528 amid heightened competition their diverse strategies achieved personal and institutional successes and lasting impacts on the catholic
church

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, as Performed in the Papal Chapels

1839

this comprehensive guide to public worship offers detailed explanations of the various offices and ceremonies involved with scholarship and
devotion boys and stewart illuminate the rich spiritual meaning and significance of each element and provide guidance for both clergy and
laity this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Office of Ceremonies and Advancement in Curial Rome, 1466–1528

2022-02-07

excerpt from four lectures on the offices and ceremonies of holy week as performed in the papal chapels delivered in rome in the lent of
mdcccxxxvii the eminent utility of cardinal wiseman s four lectures on the offices and ceremonies of the holy week and the desire of
placing the work more readily within the reach of catholics on this side of the atlantic were the motives that induced the publishers to
undertake this edition this learned and interesting production of the distinguished lecturer deserves a prominent place in every catholic
library differing from other writers on the same topics who have described or explained the ceremonial of the holy week in the order of its
functions the author has taken a more general view of the subject and exhibited the relation which these ceremonies bear to the fine arts
to history and to religion about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

An Exposition of the Several Offices Adapted for Various Occasions of Public Worship

2023-07-18

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week

2015-07-01

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality reproductions of
fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from
libraries and private collections around the world the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been
scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago
books from that period are often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred
text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures
that the readers of trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all
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the books in the collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the
reader of one of trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible
gives them the experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books
of the finest quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand however
they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored
bulk rates

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week

1879

this book deals with various examples and aspects of rituals and ceremonies in the late medieval bohemian lands the individual
contributions explore particular rituals coronation wedding funeral or environments cities nobility court church

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, as Performed in the Papal Chapels,
Delivered in Rome in the Lent of MDCCCXXXVII

1860

during the first three decades of the sixteenth century the papacy presented itself as a political power led by a papal monarch who not
only ruled the papal states in italy but also influenced the states and people of christendom on the eve of the reformation the papacy
faced criticism for its political involvement its ignorant clergy and its failure to prioritize the cure of souls over the collection of
benefices simultaneously in the 1510s there was a revival of conciliarism encouraged by the college of cardinals dissatisfaction with their
depleted share of real power and the papacy s focus on papal monarchism within the roman court these issues were negotiated through the
politically charged language of ritual under the direction of the master of ceremonies paris de grassi 1504 1528 in concert with the pope
de grassi established rituals that projected images of a cohesive and loyal college of cardinals based on the model of a courtier whose
relations with the pope were publicly constructed through papal liturgical and political rituals de grassi chronicled his work opinions and
the events of the court in a diary 1504 1521 that was kept as a reminder for himself and a guide for his ceremonialist colleagues other
scholars have dismissed de grassi as a pedant who held little authority but my research shows that he served as the director of vital
ritual events that established the relative roles of the papal monarch and the cardinal courtier and suppressed all hopes for conciliarist
government of the church moreover the diary shows how de grassi transformed the office of ceremonies into a papal college as part of the
growing bureaucratization of the papacy and how he projected papal messages to the outside world through ritual acts

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, as Performed in the Papal Chapels

2015-09-05

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
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protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

The Religious Ceremonies and Customs of the Several Nations of the Known World: The
ceremonies of the Jews, &c

1731

this title is a new volume in lewis masonic s new series of practical guides for lodge officers in each volume author richard johnson takes
one of the lodge offices and gives clear practical advice to those taking on this role for the first time each book also serves as a handy
reference guide to the role for the more experienced officers the director of ceremonies volume also contains useful advice for the
assistant director of ceremonies the director of ceremonies role is vital in a lodge to ensure that everything that happens in a lodge
meeting and at the subsequent meal is performed exactly as it should be as well as looking at general ceremonial practicalities the book
examines out of lodge functions and the important role of man management for the director of ceremonies the book concludes with appendices
giving a handy checklist of duties

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week

1872*

excerpt from catholic ceremonies and explanation of the ecclesiastical year to day the sacred offices are abandoned by a great number those
who still frequent them find them too long and for the majority the sanctification of sunday is limited to a simple low mass whence comes
this difference 2 the former understood the beauties of the worship the mysteries of the liturgy and the latter like the idols of which the
prophet speaks have eyes but see not and ears yet hear not if he who has written these pages attains his end sion shall see her ways less
deserted upon her solemn feasts the sacred offices will be better understood and then in the holy place each look shall become a prayer
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is
a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such
as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week

2017-09-10

official program of the inaugural ceremonies in 1953
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Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, as Performed in the Papal Chapels

1867

this is a new release of the original 1910 edition

The Office of Holy Week

1895

for centuries the exercise of privilege and power in britain has been vested in individuals with resounding titles in this illustrated book
the author explores a thousand years of history as revealed in the title dress and ceremonies of one hundred of these ancient office
bearers

The Rites and Ceremonies of the Greek Church, in Russia

1772

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the ceremonies of the holy week at rome by charles michael baggs digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a
new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Festivities, Ceremonies, and Rituals in the Lands of the Bohemian Crown in the Late Middle
Ages

2022-07-04

excerpt from funeral ceremony and offices of a lodge of sorrow ancient and accepted scottosh rite freemasonry this ceremony prepared for a
chapter of the 18th degree may be used by any body of the rite from the lodge of perfection to the supreme council inclusive and may be
readily made suitable for either by such changes as may be made at the moment of the performance therefore wherever the chapter or any of
its officers are mentioned those terms will be understood for avoidance of repetition to mean any body of the rite and the officers of such
body with their appropriate titles the mourning color of the supreme council is violet that of all other bodies of the rite black offices
the funeral offices of a knight rose croix when he is buried by the chapter consist of two parts the first takes place in the chapter or
church or the house of the deceased and the second at the grave the latter may of course if circumstances require it be performed without
the former both portions of the ceremonial may be publicly performed preparation of the chapter the throne altar and seats of the officers
are hung with black in the supreme council with violet about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
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rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Ritual Negotiations

2007

reprint of the original first published in 1883

Ceremonial According to the Roman Rite

2008-08

dag heward mills is the author of many books including the bestselling loyalty and disloyalty he is the founder of the united denominations
originating from the lighthouse group of churches which currently has three thousand churches dag heward mills an international evangelist
ministers in international healing jesus campaigns and conferences all over the world for more information visit daghewardmills org

The Director of Ceremonies

2010-06-17

ceremonies of the pomo indians is a book by s a barrett it delves into the archeology ethnology and traditions of the pomo indians who were
based in northern california

Catholic Ceremonies and Explanation of the Ecclesiastical Year (Classic Reprint)

2018-03-21

comparative approaches to political rituals and ceremonies in byzantium and other court cultures of the mediterranean basin form the
subject of this collective volume which examines related topics from the viewpoint of transformation succession appropriation and
representation in art and literature

Of Ceremonies, Lights, and Custom. A letter to the Rev. T. W. Perry ... one of the Royal
Commissioners on Ritual

1868
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Official Program of the Inaugural Ceremonies Inducting Into Office Dwight D. Eisenhower,
President of the United States [and] Richard M. Nixon, Vice President of the United States,
January 20, 1953

1953

Offices of a Lodge of Sorrow and Ring Service of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry

2014-03

Keepers of the Kingdom

2000

Ceremonial According to the Roman Rite, Translated from the Italian of Joseph Baldeschi ...
With the Pontifical Offices of a Bishop in His Own Diocese, Compiled from the “Cæremoniale
Episcoporum.” To which are Added Various Other Functions, and Copious Explanatory Notes ...
By J. D. H. Dale

1853

The Ceremonies of the Holy-Week at Rome

2022-09-16

Funeral Ceremony and Offices of a Lodge of Sorrow

2015-06-24
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The Festal Year. Or, the Origin, History, Ceremonies and Meaning of the Sundays, Seasons,
Feasts and Festivals of the Church During the Year, Explained for the People

2024-02-28

Handbook Of Ceremonies

2018-05-12

Ceremonies of the Pomo Indians

2022-05-29

A New Universal History of the Religious Rites, Ceremonies and Customs of the Whole World:
or, a Complete and impartial view of all the religions in the various nations of the
universe, etc. [With plates.]

1799

Court Ceremonies and Rituals of Power in Byzantium and the Medieval Mediterranean

2013-09-19

King and the City in the Parisian Royal Entry Ceremony : (the)

1986

A New Universal History of the Religious Rites, Ceremonies and Customs, of the Whole World,
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Or, A Complete and Impartial View of All the Religions in the Various Nations of the
Universe, Both Ancient and Modern, from the Creation Down to the Present Time ...

1814

The Ceremonies and Religious Customs of the Various Nations of the Known World: Ceremonies of
the Greeks and Protestants

1736

Notes on the Rubrics of the Communion Office

1882

Appropriations, New Offices, Etc

1897

The ceremonies of Holy-Week at the Vatican and S.John Lateran's described

1839

The Ceremonies of Holy-Week at the Vatican and S. John Lateran's Described and Illustrated
from History and Antiquities; with an Account of the Armenian Mass at Rome on Holy-Saturday,
Etc

1839
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The Religious Ceremonies and Customs of the Several Nations of the Known World: The
ceremonies of the Roman Catholicks

1731
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